ACA/RECEPTION

Emergency Veterinary Clinic Highway 10 in Brampton requires a multi talented person to help us with both ACA and Reception shifts. These may include answering phones, setting up and billing out clients, patient care, assisting with exams and procedures as well as clinic maintenance.

The shifts occur weekends, evenings and holidays as we are an after hours only practice.

Veterinary experience is required and knowledge of Avimark is helpful.

This position may also suit Veterinary Technician or DVM students who would like to increase their exposure to Emergency medicine. Clinic experience is important as it is a busy practice.

We offer a competitive salary, uniform, clinic discounts and continuing education opportunities.

The health and safety of staff, clients and patients are of utmost importance. We are currently following a strict COVID 19 Protocol including, curbside/doorway transfers, telephone consults and payments to limit close contact.

Please direct any questions or resumes to evcbrampton@gmail.com